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The Late Upper Proto World, War, & Heaven
The Three Sons of Noah

Simone Weil

translated from the French
by David Rattray

"Osiris,
the star Sinus"

H.D., The Walls Do Not Fall

The following speculation was excerpted
from Simone Weil's essay, "The Drunken-
ness of Noah: The Three Sons of Noah and
the History of Mediterranean Civilization, "
Marseille, 1942. Although her approach to
the subject was insufferably contaminated
by a peculiar anti-semitism, I felt some as-
pects of her thinking (even when mistaken)
might be recovered through careful editing.
For further discussion and bibliography of
the subject, see Martin Bernal, Black Athena:
The Afroasiatic Roots of Classical
Civilization, (New Brunswick: Rutgers,
1987); for a quick summary of some neces-
sary lingustic-descent corrections, see "The
Mother Tongue" by Vitaly Shevoroshin
(Professor of Linguistics and Slavic Stud-
ies, University of Michigan), The Sciences
May/June 1990, pp. 20-27; and for an up-
date on the constitution of our time by a
"Europe uprooted, "see George Mosse, To-
ward the Final Solution: A History of Euro-
pean Racism (U of Wisconsin P, 1985) -ed.

J
aphet was the ancestor of the
migrant peoples among
which may be discerned those
nowadays known as the Indo-
Europeans. Shem was the
ancestor of the Semites, He-

brews, Arabs, Assyrians, and others;
among the latter the Phoenicians are
currently included, for linguistic rea-
sons that are not altogether convincing.
Biblical texts make no mention of any
affinity between the two peoples; in
fact, they state the contrary. According
to Genesis, the Phoenicians descend
from Ham, and likewise the Philistines

and the Sumerians of Mesopotamia from
whom the Babylonians derived their
civilization much later, as well as the
Hittites, and, finally, the Egyptians. In
other words, the whole of Mediterra-
nean civilization in immediately prehis-
toric times is held by the ancient tradi-
tion to have descended from Ham.

According to the Bible, "The LORD
saw that the wickedness of man was
great in the earth, and that every imagi-
nation of the thoughts of his heart was
only evil continually. And the LORD
was sorry that he had made man in the
earth." But there was Noah. "Noah was
a righteous man, blameless in his gen-
eration; Noah walked with God." Since
the Creation, the only righteous men
had been Abel and Enoch.

Noah saved the human race from
destruction. A Greek tradition attrib-

utes this deed to Prometheus. Deu-
calion, the Noah of Greek mythology, is
the son of Prometheus. The same Greek
word designates the ark of Deucalion
and, in Plutarch, the casket in which the
body of Osiris was confined. Christian
liturgy connects Noah's ark and the
Cross.

Like Dionysus, Noah was the first
vintner. "He planted a vineyard; and he
drank of the wine, and became drunk,
and lay uncovered in his tent." Wine is
also found, together with bread, in the
hands of the mysterious Melchizedek,
king of Salem and priest of God Most
High, to whom Abram gave a tenth of
everything upon receiving his blessing....

Drunk on wine, Noah was naked in
his tent. Naked as Adam and Eve were
naked before they sinned...."Ham saw

(Cont. on p. 2)

Walt Whitman and the Millennial Re-Union
Frances Boldereff Phipps

"Enitharmon slept
Eighteen hundred years. Man was a dream!"

William Blake, Europe

"It's the deadest sleep that ever was. I don't think
Blake could have imagined it. I think today's poets
can't imagine it....They have to imagine it."

Charles Olson

"By the term 'historical pseudomorphosis' I propose to designate those cases in
which an older alien Culture lies so massively over the land that a young Culture,
born in this land, cannot get its breath and fails not only to achieve pure and
specific expression-forms, but even to develop fully its own self-consciousness. All
that wells up from the depths of the young soul is cast in the old molds, young
feelings stiffen in senile works, and instead of rearing itself up in its own creative
power, it can only hate the distant power with a hate that grows to be monstrous. "

T
his is Spengler's analysis of what has happened in the cases of several
cultures, notably the Arabian and the Russian. He has not analyzed the
case of America in relationship to this idea and although the situation
is far from identical, the idea is fruitful with relation to the present
condition. It is evident to all modern thinkers on the subject that

(Cont. on p. 4)
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the nakedness of his father, and told his
two brothers outside." But they did not
wish to see it. They took a garment, and
walked backward and covered the na-
kedness of their father.

Egypt and Phoenicia are daughters
of Ham. Herodotus, confirmed by many
traditions and documents, saw in Egypt
the origin of religion and
in Phoenicia the agents of
its transmission. The
Hellenes received the en-
tirety of their religious
thought from the Pelasgians
who had in turn received
virtually all of theirs from
Egypt via the Phoenicians.
A splendid page in Ezekiel
also confirms Herodotus,
for in it Tyre is compared
to the guardian cherub pro-
tecting the tree of life in
Eden, and Egypt is com-
pared to the tree of life
itself—the same tree of life
which Christ ranked as the
kingdom of heaven whose
fruit was Christ's body hanging on the
Cross....

If only the great nations were still
dwelling in the shadow of that tree!
Never, since ancient Egypt, has any
people discovered an idiom of such
heart-rending sweetness for God's jus-
tice and mercy toward men. A four-
thousand-year-old inscription puts the
following words in the mouth of God:
"I created the four winds that every man
might breathe like his brother; the great
waters that the poor man might draw
water like his lord; I created every man

in his brother's image; and I forbade
them to commit evil deeds, but their
hearts undid my commandment." Death
made every man, rich or poor, a God in
eternity, a justified Osiris, if he could
say to Osiris, "Lord of truth, I bring thee
truth. I destroyed evil for thee." To be
able to say this, he had also to be able to
say: "I never thrust myself ahead of
others for honors; I never made another
work overtime for me; I never caused
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who survived the Flood riding on top of Noah's Ark.

any slave to be punished by his master;
I never caused anyone to die; I never left
anyone starving; I never frightened
anyone; I never made anyone cry; I
never spoke in a haughty tone; I never
turned a deaf ear to just and truthful
words."

The compassion of the supernatural
toward mankind can only echo God's
compassion which is the Passion itself.
Herodotus viewed a sacred place where,
alongside a water-filled round stone
basin, they annually celebrated a so-
called mystery which represented the
spectacle of God's passion. The Egyp-
tians knew that mankind gets to see God
only in the guise of a sacrificed Lamb.
Approximately twenty thousand years
ago, if we are to believe Herodotus, a
holy and perhaps even divine human
being whom he calls Herakles and who
is possibly identical with Nimrod, grand-
son of Ham, longed to see God face to
face and prayed for this. Although
unwilling, God could not'resist his prayer
and so slaughtered and dressed a ram,
took its head for a mask and clothed

Himself in the ram's skin. He showed
Himself thus. To commemorate this
event, just once a year in Thebes they
slaughtered a ram and clothed the statue
of Zeus in its skin, while the people went
in mourning; then the ram was interred
in a sacred tomb....

The Hellenes, sons of Japhet who
had refused to see the nakedness of
Noah, arrived ignorant on the sacred
soil of Greece. This is evident from the

testimony of Herodotus and
many others. But the first ar-
rivals, the Achaeans, avidly
imbibed local teaching....

The Greeks also pos-
sessed the knowledge, like-
wise no doubt received from
Egypt, because for them there
was no other source, of a Third
Person of the Trinity linking
the two others. This is every-
where apparent in Plato, al-
ready even in Heraclitus. In-
spired by Heraclitus, the stoic
Cleanthes' hymn to Zeus pres-
ents the Trinity: "...Such is
the virtue of the minister you
hold under your invincible
hands,/The double-edged

thing, the fire thing, the forever-living,
thunderbolt/By it you steer the cosmic
Logos straight through all things/The
might-begotten Logos, supreme king in
the universe..." (Cleanthes the Stoic
331-233 B.C. ed. H. von Arnim Sto-
icorum Veterum; J.U. Powell Coll. All.
Fragmenta).

Other peoples descended from
Japhet or Shem received tardily but
avidly the teaching shared by the sons of
Ham. The Celts are a case in point.
They embraced the teachings of the
Druids which definitely predate their
arrival in Gaul, for that was relatively
late, and a Greek tradition named the
Druids of Gaul as one of the primeval
sources of Greek philosophy. Druidism
must therefore have been the religion of
the Iberoi. The little that we know of
this doctrine suggests a link with Py-
thagoras. The Babylonians absorbed
the civilization of Mesopotamia. That
savage people, the Assyrians, remained
more or less deaf, no doubt. The Ro-
mans were completely deaf and blind to
all that is spiritual up until the day when
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they were more or less humanized by
Christian baptism. It also seems the
Germanic tribes obtained their first
inklings of the supernatural via Chris-
tian baptism. But we must surely make
an exception for the Goths, that race of
righteous men, who were as much Thra-
cian as German, and related to Ge-
tae, those nomads madly infatuated
with immortality and the other
world.

To supernatural revelation Is-
rael replied with a flat refusal. Is-
rael did not need a God that spoke to
the soul in secret, but a Lord of
Hosts, present in the national col-
lectivity, a protector in war....

Nevertheless, Israel did receive
intermittent glimmerings that made
it possible for Christianity to start
from Jerusalem. Job was a Meso-
potamian, not a Jew, but his mar-
velous words figure in the Bible;
and he evokes the Mediator in his
supreme role as arbiter between God
Himself and man, a role attributed
by Hesiod to Prometheus. Daniel,
the earliest Hebrew whose personal
history is not sullied by some hor-
rible detail, was initiated during the
Exile in the wisdom of the Chaldees
and was on a footing of friendship
with the kings of the Medes and the
Persians. According to Herodotus,
the Persians excluded all anthropo-
morphic representations of the Deity,
but they nonetheless worshipped along-
side Zeus the heavenly Aphrodite under
the name of Mithra. Indubitably it is the
latter who appears in the Bible under the
name of Wisdom....

At that time the Roman empire was
truly idolatrous. The idol was the State.
The emperor was worshipped as a god.
All forms of religious life had to subor-
dinate themselves to the latter cult, and
in consequence none of them was ca-
pable of rising above idolatry. They
massacred all the Druids of Gaul with-
out exception. They killed and impris-
oned the enthusiasts of Dionysus on
charges of debauchery, a flimsy accusa-
tion considering the extent to which
debauchery was officially tolerated in
those times. They persecuted Pythag-
oreans, Stoics, philosophers of all per-
suasions...

Their prejudices infiltrated the very
substance of Christianity and cut Eu-
rope off from its roots, severed it from
its five-thousand-year heritage, and set
up an airtight, impassable wall between
religious life and secular life, the latter
being hi its entirety and inheritance
dating from the so-called pagan era.

William Blake, engraved Dec. 1,1792

Being thus cut off from its roots, Europe
uprooted itself even further when at a
later date it separated itself to a great
extent from the Christian tradition with-
out being capable of forging a fresh link
with antiquity. Shortly thereafter, Eu-
rope went into every other continent on
the planet, in order to cut them off from
their roots in their turn, by guns, money,
gadgetry, religious propaganda. As of
today it may be possible to state that the
entire planet has been severed from its
roots and stands bereft of its past. All
this because nascent Christianity was
incapable of a tradition that had none-
theless culminated in the murder of
Christ. And yet it was not against idola-
try that Christ had directed the fire of his
indignation, but against the Pharisees
who had engineered and finessed Jew-
ish religious and national restoration.
"Ye have taken away the key of knowl-

edge!" Has the full significance of this
accusation ever been grasped?

Christianity unfolded hi Judaea
under Roman domination and therefore
embodies the spirit of all three sons of
Noah simultaneously. This is how wars
between Christians could come about in
which the spirit of Ham was on one side

and the spirit of Japhet on the
other. Such was the war waged
against the Albigensians. It is no
mere coincidence that one may
see Romanesque sculptures in
Egyptian style, in Toulouse....

All those who have a share,
great or small, direct or indirect,
conscious or implicit but authen-
tic, in the wine of Noah or Mel-
chizedek, in the blood of Christ,
all of those are brothers of Egypt
and of Tyre, adoptive sons of Ham.
But today the sons of Japhet and
the sons of Shem are making much
more of a commotion. The ones
power-mad, the others crushed by
persecution, separated by grisly
hatred, they are brothers and re-
semble one another closely. They
resemble one another by their
common refusal of nakedness, by
their common need for clothing, a
clothing of flesh and even more of
collective warmth that protects the
evil each man bears within him-
self from exposure to light. This

clothing renders God inoffensive, it
makes it possible to deny Him or affirm
Him indifferently, to invoke Him under
true or false names. It makes it possible
to name Him by His name without need-
ing to fear that the soul might be trans-
formed by the supernatural power of
that Name....

For the Mediterranean basin, the
legend of the three brothers is the key to
history. Ham actually did incur a curse,
but one which he shares with all things
and all beings destined to misfortune
through an excess of beauty and purity.
The centuries have witnessed many
invasions. The invaders have invariably
been descendants of the two brothers
who chose blindness. Every time an
invading people have submitted to the
spirit of the place which is that of Ham
and have imbibed inspiration from it,

(Com. next page)
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America has carried out to its ultimate
conclusion the basic European cultural
idea ~ the will to infinity ~ that we have
represented in our architecture, our tech-
nique, our speed and our frenzy for
work, all of the last stages of the work-
ing out of the Faustian ideal. All the
signs we watch and tabulate so carefully
of our own separateness and individual-
ity have so far been either marks of our
physical difference, such as speech, way
of walking, reaction at public perform-
ances, manner of wearing clothes, and
attitude on meeting, or historical rec-
ords of actual happenings which have
necessarily been separate, our nation

having occupied a new part of the globe
and thereby having inevitably had a
separate history. It occurs to me that all
of these signs are interesting, but not
vital. They make interesting conversa-
tion, are undoubtedly facts, but to the
one who looks deeply, are utterly irrele-
vant to the portrayal of this country's
soul, or at least serve merely as the field
of enterprise on which we may have
developed that soul.

The situation is analogous to noth-
ing that has ever occurred before — the
only part of Spengler's idea which ap-
plies is the obvious fact that the psy-
chology of our nation is the result of an
idea begun long ago in Europe and that
this idea is not native, but has over-
spread our country so completely as to

Noah
(Cont. from p. 3)

the result has been civilization. Every
time it has preferred its prideful igno-
rance, the result has been barbarism,
and shadows worse than the shadow of
death have overspread many a century.

May the spirit of Ham soon come to
a new flowering on these shores.

Addendum: The Trojan War

The Trojan War was one of the most
tragic instances of the hatred of the two
brothers against Ham. It was an attack
by Japhet on Ham. On the Trojan side
there were only peoples descended from
Ham; there were none of the latter on the
other side.

An apparent exception confirms the
rule: Crete. Crete was one of the pearls
of the civilization descended from Ham.
In the Iliad we see the Cretans on the
Achaean side.

But Herodotus informs us that these
were pseudo-Cretans. They were in fact
Hellenes who had only a short time be-
fore resettled the almost entirely de-
populated island. Nonetheless, upon
their return, Minos, angered at their par-
ticipation in the Trojan War, struck them
with plague. In the fifth century B.C.
the Py thia at Delphi forbade the Cretans
to join the Greeks in the wars against the
Medes.

The Trojan War was aimed at the
total destruction of a civilization. The
aim was achieved.

Homer always calls Troy "holy Il-
ium." The war against Holy Ilium was
the original sin of the Greeks, an abiding
sense of shame. By virtue of such re-
morse, executioners earn the right to
inherit some portion of their victims'
inspiration.

Yet it is also true that apart form the
Dorians the Greeks were a mixture of
Hellenes and Pelasgians, a mix in which
the Hellenes were the invasive element
but in which the Pelasgians actually pre-
dominated. The Pelasgians descend
from Ham. The Hellenes learned from
them all they knew. The Athenians,
notably, were almost pure-blooded
Pelasgian.

If it is admitted, in line with one of
the two hypotheses currently dividing
scholars, that the Hebrews left Egypt
during the 13th century B.C., the mo-
ment of their departure is close to that of
the Trojan War as dated by Herodotus.

A simple supposition suggests it-
self: Could it be that the period when
Moses judged, with or without divine
inspiration, that the Hebrews had wan-
dered in the desert long enough and
could enter Palestine was the same pe-
riod when the latter country had been
emptied of its fighting men by the Tro-
jan War, the Trojans having summoned
even fairly distant peoples to their aid?Q

be inseparable from any thoughts about
her. We suffer at once from old age and
from lack of experience. We suffer
more deeply, however, from lack of
identity, or soul. Every living American
somewhere deeply inside himself en-
vies that man who belongs to a nation,
the impression of which in his own heart
is clear, though undefinable. This is not
to say that he wishes to belong to any
other nation, mostly, he does not. He
wishes only that there were in this land
an underlying spirit so real as to greet
him when he returned home and to
comfort him in his deepest hour of sor-
row. This we sadly admit to ourselves
we have not. We will have it only as
silently accrues to us the interest of any
valid lives we may have produced. Such
living develops out of a courageous,
unconsciously native answer to the real-
ity of the day in which a man may exist
— it cannot be produced purposely and
cannot be hurried and is in the most true
sense the nation's fate. Out of the suf-
fering of the Civil War came one such
moment ~ a time which produced all of
the unmistakably native soul that we
have.

It would be a good thing if there
could be a deep and meaningful silence
poured into these pages on the subject of
our country ~ America is so in need of
silence and reflection. If I could stand
beside her and watch over, I would cover
her with a coverlet and smile - for I
know that she is sleeping.

While a myriad life tears across her
dreaming, many, seeing the variety and
intensity of that life, take it to be her
own, but it is only the reflection of
another's life, brought with her when
she came. Up until now, she has grown
beautiful in the sun, is unconscious of
any direction and is not grown enough
even to experience the pain of saying to
herself, "I am unformed." For how long
a time she will continue to lie asleep — to
be unaware of her morning, I cannot
guess. Some of us who have stood by
her bedside have several times been in
despair ~ the dream is so violent that we
tremble lest she end her life unknow-
ingly, in a dream, without ever having
awakened.

It is certain, however, that thus far
she has not begun to live her own life.
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Whatever has happened, no matter how
true, or meaningful, has happened within
her dream and this dream came into her
life through her mother. All, all that
happens, pertains to that mother — rail-
roads, ships, canals, factories, tools, even
words, none came out of herself, to be
herself and to be grown into a future
self. And because in her dream she went
further and faster than her
mother, many think the
dream important. It seems to
me dangerous and sad. It is
dangerous, not because it was
not stimulating, but because
it has been taken by her
watchers to be her own life.
And maybe this does not
matter, for it is not the watch-
ers who will make her life,
but she herself.

There is one who seems
to me to be the proof that she
will awake and step down
from our violent dream into a
rich and meaningful morn-
ing. That one is Walt
Whitman. He it is who knew
his country as only a watch-
ful parent can. And for that
country he had inside himself a calm
and patient sureness — he understood
that she must become, and he waited
with love in his heart for her to become
a real, existing soul. I cannot say he too
did not accept the dream, but he saw
deeper and knew that she must create
herself, must find her own way, never
before announced, and must labor to
make it loving, clean and full.

Today the country is crowded with
those who have no faith ~ and to tell
them that in spite of all appearances, a
clean and true way must be found to
deliver her life out of the dream into a
morning where good things will grow,
is to repeat words for one's own ears.
This in no way alters the case and it is
joyous thing to have had a poet who,
with all his faults, contained so deep a
love as to be in himself a beginning of
his country's creation. Every line
Whitman writes bespeaks his deep love
and it is out of the wellspring of his
affection, undeviating, that America will
cast off her dream and painfully, with
much striving, accept, create the day.

To think of all her activity as repre-
senting nothing of value to herself is
hard, but it is harder yet to conceive that
she should have no life of her own.

She was born so beautiful and so
many endearing movements has she made
in her sleep that despite the mad pace of
her dream we must believe her capable
of a beautiful existence. Listen then, in

your dream, America, to the voice of
your watcher and hear what you will be
and do not fear to awaken to so hard a
task, for that is the most glorious of the
fates — to have the task set high.

Your poet has said of you that you
must contain love. All day and unceas-
ingly you must search out the need of
your brother, you must hunt up his hurt
and his emptiness and heal and fill them,
and you must be joyous in your task. For
not only are you to give, but also to
receive, to accept back into yourself the
sacrifice sod courage of your children
and to go on to ask more of them. This
will be expected and in doing this will
your heart grow as beautiful as your
physique.

Let the love be pure, let it be con-
stant and never grow afraid. Think all
things worthy and they shall all have a
meaning. Embrace your children and
they will embrace one another.

Whitman was certain that we would
develop a new race. And he could be
sure, because he was, within himself,
the forecast of the future. Every people

has grown out of its vitals a man who is
in the beginning, alone and unafraid,
what they will later become. This inter-
change between a man and his country's
identity is the most profound spiritual
interplay of forces which the earth
knows. He is, because it will be and it
becomes, because he was. Every word
one reads of Whitman convinces one

more and more deeply that in
his soul he knew the future and
his own relationship to it. Out
of this sureness came the lei-
sure he was capable of — that
great, quiet, waiting, confident
leisure, which so inspires the
reader with belief. And he knew
that time, great time, was re-
quired to bring about our fu-
ture. He may not have foreseen
the details of the extreme sor-
row of our situation today — our
life without belief, without inner
greatness ~ shaken in its pride
and not strong enough for
humility. But he knew that
whatever the road, in the end
we must come to ourselves.
And his existence is one of the
proofs that the potential desire

is buried within us, and being buried, it
is a matter of time until it come forth.

"You unseen moral essence of all the vast
materials of America

(age upon age working in death the same as
life)

You that, sometimes known, oftener
unknown, really shape and

mould the New World, adjusting it to Time
and Space,

You hidden national will lying in your
abysms, concealed but ever alert,

You past and present purposes tenaciously
pursued, may-be unconscious of
yourselves,

Unswerved by all the passing errors,
perturbations of the surface,

You vital universal deathless germs, beneath
all creeds, arts, statutes, literatures,

Here build your homes for good...
For man of you, your characteristic race
Here may be hardy, sweet, gigantic grow..."

Walt Whitman is America's iden-
tity, the voice that may not be echoed in
the people for a millennium. He has the
gentle, loving perceptive appreciation
of life which is given direct, in com-

(Cont. next p.)
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pleteness and without need of stimula-
tion. Only a pure and great spirit can
receive so deeply, in affection, and know
all the sorrows without succumbing to
them. He's our St. Francis and that
which he understands and loves is our-
selves. Some poets have not liked him
and some have criticized his ideas and
the formation of them. Both are unim-
portant ~ his thoughts, regarding man's
achievement were all borrowed and his
opinions were all those of his century.
He is important not for what he thought,
but for the purity of his affection. He is
not received now by those to whom he
wrote; it may be long, long years before
he is set in his proper place — but the fact
of his undeviating love and searching to
release the wounded is vital now and
will be ~ one can feel his deep, thrown-
forward-into-my-life affection — it is
unclouded. Whatever we will become,
his breath of affection will inspire us
and tenderness be ours.

In many, many ways he speaks a
language which is Russian in character.
They, too, suffer for the lost and are
anxious to embrace their brethren. Ours
is somehow more casual, more humor-
ous, less religious. But both would
immediately comprehend one another,
for both are filled with love and need to
give it out. Russia has already been cast
in a mould - she but waits to exhibit it
more fully. America may not be cast for
hundreds of years. I do not know nor
guess the hour of her visible existence,
but I believe she came into being with
Walt Whitman: "I also sent out Leaves
of Grass to arouse and set flowing in
men's and women's hearts, young and
old, endless streams of living, pulsating
love and friendship, directly from them
to myself, now and ever. In my opinion,
it is by a fervent accepted development
of comradeship, the beautiful and sane
affection of man for man, latent in all
young fellows, north and south, east and
west, that the United States of the future
are to be most effectually welded to-
gether, intercalated, annealed into a liv-
ing union."

One could devote time to analyzing
the defects of Whitman's mental equip-
ment, but for the present it seems to me
undesirable to examine them further
than to point out that his appreciation of

his country's position and of the world's
was extremely nineteenth century ~ all
the over-confidence, all the belief in the
accomplished miracles, all the flush of
hope for the greatest country hi the
world, without self-examination or
proper estimation of the past. But what
he did see
clearly was that
if his country
were to become
great it would
have to develop
men and women
who were strong
in life, acceptors
of its conditions
and affectionate
partakers of its
sorrows. He spoke with the clear, direct
imperiousness of the prophets — if you
are to have reality you must cast off the
exterior bonds - the correctnesses which
hamper, and live in truth towards one
another.

As the saint receives complete
communion with God in his action
towards any of His creatures, so the
poet, Walt Whitman, received the di-
vine out of all forms and it is for this
reason and for this reason alone that he
values all things. He never meant to say
that all things are of like worth — merely
that to him whose soul contemplates the
vast design of the universe, the individ-
ual parts are all of importance and there-
fore deserving of attention and of love,
for the possibility which they contain of
forwarding the good. The saint does not

"The doctrine of the kingdom [of
Heaven] meant that henceforth
and forever Cod was present
only in and as one's neighbor....
It means the end of religion."

Thomas Sheehan, The First Coming

stupidly accept evil, he understands its
necessity. Now, so far no one has suc-
ceeded hi explaining its relationship to
life and because no one has explained it,
the savants consider that it cannot be un-
derstood. But to a pure soul, it is imme-
diately apparent, whether explainable

or no, and to
Whitman all
things were, in
God's time. He
therefore loved
all things, but
this is not to say
he did not
choose or that he
did not value
what had already
been permitted

to stand as an expression of God. It is
perhaps a fault, but a fault which all
saints share, not to differentiate more
deeply. In the preoccupation with giv-
ing, they overlook relative worth and
have their eyes set only on the possible
perfection. It is this seeing of the pos-
sible perfection in his fellow being which
is Whitman's constant refrain. This is
why he urges again and again that a man
believe in himself, and it is the nearness
to that fellow being which identifies
him also with each bird, tree and water-
form. He knew all of these in his soul,
and being in real love, waits for them to
come to their full expression of God's
identity.

[Draft sent to Charles Olson December,
1949.]

Kris Sweet
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Heaven
Daniel Zimmerman

At first by degrees or stages of the
heart's delight, then by astonishments
undreamt of, one turns to a station fur-
nished with gifts—embodied recogni-
tions, by those in eternity, of the sublim-
est virtues one held fast in
life. Labor there discloses
those appreciations which
adorn the stations of all one
meets, and prepares those of
others on Earth or elsewhere
whom one pities or admires.

In Heaven, where that
God follows when you die
who led alive, emotions, in-
tuitions, thoughts hidden in
life even from oneself by fear,
shyness, incapacity, foolish-
ness, or rules of decorum and
taboo unfold dramatically:
whole natures stride, infernal
and celestial, depraved and '
sublime. Expand or contract
at will to any dimension, moment, age;
intermingle with any being ever extant,
for all are there, angels to algae, in shim-
mering lakelight, firelight, waterfall,
rainbow, fog and crystalline clairvoy-
ance.

Anything possible elsewhere is
possible in Heaven, though its reality is
always most transparent. Each thing
resembles only itself there, lit from
within, and thus a countenance of its
Creator; in this way only can that face be
seen, though one can know its presence
in those of angels; they, regarding each
of Heaven's citizens, see always also
the Creator's universal face, and theirs
reflect that joy. The spoken awes her
audience, which speaks, in its turn or
unison, to a man.

None are excluded or ejected; still,
some incarnate, contracting, temporar-
ily, the sensual to the organic, spirit to
flesh, God to code. Conduct proceeds
allusively: Heaven is inflected, not
syntactical. All one might have desired
in mortal life is but a stale horsd'oeuvre:
love's the word, and copious the table.

In this life I strive, by its subtle and
occasionally incandescent glow, to be

mindful of Heaven's offices, the greater
to savor its immanence. My view of its
precincts is nevermore than a cinematic
still or sculptural arrest, yet even the
dullest of its angles or its frames is
parabolic, quintessential—the conversa-
tion of the famously beloved.

Not belief, but perception; once, but
twice.

I Always Thought It
Was China
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Annalee Dunn

Echo
B. Cass Clarke

I was eight, and on the way home
from the races, Nanny said we were
going to make a special stop. Aunt Letty
was passed out in the back, beery and
soft, and dappled shadows ran off the
windshield of the blue chevy Nanny
drove hard on the gas pedal, squinting in
the sun. My hands and feet and lips were
dry and cracked from sun and sand and
all the day's colors were finally bleached.

She pulled the car over and I un-
stuck from the vinyl seats. She walked
through tall grasses into a stand of trees,
and called to me to follow.

I will never forget the green, blue,
the wet moisture, the rich earth Nanny
showed me as she pulled the leeks up
from the secret place she had found, she
said, years before. The whispered treas-
ure of trees and wind, sun, sky, guppies
in shallow pools, water and light stream-
ing into eyes' delight echo to this day.
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Fred Wah

These days I never have "Wet" rice.
And why Gramp'd eat such muck, or
drink it, insist on it, I couldn't figure.

End of meal, homework, clean-
ing up the dishes, and there he
sits still at the table while mom
or dad gets his wet rice. Boiled
burnt brown crust in the rice pot
looks sludgy but smells sweet.
Dad had it once in a while but
not often. I tried it a couple of
times but I'd never get hooked
on it. It was going. Gone now,
from him, to him, to me. We
weren't forced to eat it, as we
did the salt fish, the ginger, the
slimy sea weed. When he
slurped his wet rice things got
quiet, we didn't have to think of
all those starving people in
China. Him though, his long

grey side-hair slopped over his bald
head old and shiny brown smacking his
toothless chops, lifts his bowl for yet
another. Authentic. Like health. Diu-
retic. Not pissed off. Not him. There
was a great distance in his face. Even
when he walked into the cafe high muck-
a-muck, his eyes smiled through us all
to something else far away. I always
thought it was China. And sipping that
wet, burned rice after dinner in his gaze
was some long night far away on the
other side of earth in other eyes and
other pots burned hot in the charcoal
clay stove flickered light from the lit dry
grass under the same stars fields of water
the Pacific ocean end of murmured con-
cern which has jumped the intestinal
interstices, circulated taste's track,
crossed into gut, guttered.
' "N

'he who walks with his house on
his head is heaven"

Maximus IV V VI

"Heaven is,
mental."

Maximus Volume Three
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Dream
September 12, 1989

Diane di Prima

(my eyes are still dewy w/it, & blurred)

I am w/other poets - & like-minded souls - and
we are speaking of the work of some poet of, say,
Elizabethan times. And we are speaking of
Dante, too.

And someone says of the Elizabethan (who
might have been called Webster - but was
certainly not the Webster who wrote the plays) -
something about how smoothly the work goes
"to the farthest reaches."

I had wandered off a bit from the group & I
now return (w/ difficulty & like a little kid
climbing this high cement-edged grassy step to
the lawn where the "others" are) with the remark
that it "is the particular gift of the West" to dwell
in or imagine a continuum of hierarchies. And I
attribute it to Dante that such a continuum dwells
in the popular imagination. I say: when he first
said "the bright clouds," or "the brightness," or
"the light reached to the farthest edge of heaven,"
he set that up because when you can propose a
medium (clouds/ or light) thai does that, you can
make yourself compatible with, or one with, that
medium [you can become that medium] & travel
everywhere.

These bright clouds are now, I conclude, having
climbed awkwardly up, a stock part of modern
poetry.

This seems true - even evident (that this is the
particular - or peculiar - gift of the West) & we go
on talking of - dwelling in - folk's poetry. Michael
McClure is there. We conclude that the persons
& politics etc. of Dante are all incidental: are just
the contemporary structure out of which he built
his continuum - but the continuum itself is now
eternal in the (Western) imagination.

Whereas the East has more of a quantum
theory of the spirit w/its jumps into sudden or
even slow enlightenments & satoris.

Both are "true," as in modern physics.
But the peculiar gift of the West brings w/it a

gentleness & a sense of companionship - walking
w/one's Angel.

We are also gathered to bear witness to the
passing of one of our number (Robert Duncan?)
who is transiting by means of this continuum
(celestial hierarchy).

I ask how this poet is doing & am told that he
left during the night. The person who was
witness to this, goes on to tell me that

"The whole heaven, indeed, is nothing
but an imagination."

—Paracelsus, Archidoxies, 1661

"In great matters it is enough to have
had intent."

—John Dee

"he was drooping (I look down from the grassy
plain we are on & see a drooping, deep purple iris)
and then he heard the Call and came upright (iris
lifts its head) and then a Figure came for him and
they walked away together." (I "see" my friend the
poet in deepest purple & the Figure robed & hooded
in bright red - walking slowly together to the end of
the garden & beyond. - To "the farthest reaches?")
The Witness concludes with "I followed them as far
as I could."

Bright banks of cumulus clouds reaching to heaven

"The peculiar gift of the West"

& an urgency to read Dante, reconstruct

that framework/ that scaffolding

of our reference point.

Sense of dwelling in the community of poets.

Also, i am aware in the dream that altho the friend who was "dying" was a
man he became - as the texts say - "all female" in the presence of the Angel -
presence of death. All radiantly receptive & waiting.

As even witness his Nuit-like color compared to the bright red of the Angel

And they are the A & (colors)

of the alchemical work.

My waking sense:

that as Vergil was Dante's "guide"

tho in the old paintings the colors are reversed

& Vergil is in some dark color

Dante in red

So, Robert deliberately invoked, made

Dante his guide

&

it is in reference to those old paintings

that the dream showed me that last image

the Iris, no longer drooping, is harvested

cut from its stalk & becomes mobile, human

the Poet in darkest purple

the Guide in red

walking to the end of the garden

"the farthest reaches"

"peculiar gift of the West"
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from THE PEARL

Leslie Scalapino

Legs floating backand then forward - and then
back. Cruising - going around the ring, with the
padded arms and knees so that coming up on -
one - elbowing slamming in to get by them.

Round - cruising. And their coming up fast
strolling crouched the legs crossing over, the
legs floating back, their, and then forward - as
they're coming up, slam, and slammed into the
wall.

The legs cross over.
Round the ring low stroll ing crouched - coming

up on and elbowing her and to get past them.
Slamming into her (another) going by - And
cruising.

One bit. Cruising being hit - and she without
knowing sinks her mouth teeth deep into - the -
lower lip of with the taste of blood filling in a pool
having been slammed.

Then withdrawing. The legs floating back,
and then forward. Their roller derby gear by
the benches, and the changing rooms. Out
afterwards, it's afternoon.

Dream of three separate people who're there
who betrayed, one a blasted idiot who I'd never
want to see again and in the dream is friendly and
had worked a ship coming up the river on a
cruiser military in the Sudan as if I should forget
grudges yet outside of it I'd never want to see the
blasted idiot nor would they again in life.

though seems so warm in reunion with them
as if there are friends

This can be free and serene in that it uses itself
up. There's nothing left after reading it.

Strolling crouched fast the legs floating back
and forward. With, among the group up the
street at night.

to be in their view men
who're crouching in a doorway

Walking.

Coming up the hill in the
light dusk evening and a dog
was coming along and
vomited inside before me

in the
dusk air of
the hill

The joy - that is not related to that.

light evening dog shyly
in it vomiting so that it
is coming along the hill

Waking up the heart racing, lying at night.
The panic is because of not living, and yet that is.

Lying, the heart's racing, waking at night
from nothing. Fear, panic, which is of not living
at all. While in it.

the dog that had vomited on the hill
is living

Someone who's a friend and then simply not

speaking any more when the usefulness has been
used up of one.

Which is amazing why would they do that
known deeply so it's up to this surface.

is just that is inside and there isn't any
commentary. Or it is the commentary outside -
the same.

Riding in the back of the bus and a branch
comes in hitting me from the window a scream
and the seated others averted their faces
embarrassed in the rows before with shame.

I urinated into the different sizes of containers
to practice. To have the urine be the amount with
the tablet slipped in. And when I was in the
toilets at the army I slipped it in they didn't
believe I'd be that sick or sick and having me
come back to be drafted. I'd practice into the
containers with the amounts of the powder in my
clothes.

People not liking it and I ran forward bending
down for the canister the teargas spewing out
threw it back. There was a clearing. With the
crowd.

It is fine.
They call asking for Mrs and I say can I take

the message and they never learn they never
figure it out. Ha ha.

It's hot they're making a living calling and
they never figure it out.

Concentrating on the visual.
So that the friend who no longer speaks and

people's behavior is turned around is inside and
the men on the street crouching grainy in their
own view.

Man crossing the street in front of a car is
hailed and he rears and then squints forward
looking and rears.

Greeting.
They've gotten in to something and were

there.
And so because there isn't that event existing.
Waking at night, lying. Rearing from there

not being a life.
That there isn't.

Diane di Prima

of Loba

the daughter is the Bridge
it is She
who comes again to heaven
& returns to earth

effecting a meeting of the
formed

& the Hornless.

The harrowing of Hell
is the descent of the Dancing Hermaphrodite

Moon's darkness
not the underworld
Cerebus
a side issue

Malkuth
outside the scope of the
reaching Branches

& Earth is Hell
as the Albigenses
knew

an abyss
not marked on the charts

Paul Sawyer
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Son of the Sun
Tom Clark

Gunslinger by Edward Dorn. Duke University
Press, 1989. 200 pages, cloth $24.95, paper
$11.95.

Gunslinger, Edward Dorn's anti-post-
industrial-capitalist mock-epic of the
contemporary West, was conceived and initiated
in 1967 and issued serially in five separate small
press volumes over the next several years. The
present edition makes the whole poem available
for the first time since a 1975 compilation went
out of print.

It's a fine time for the revival of this brilliant,
challenging and prophetic work. Also an
ironically appropriate one. In the so-called
"Geezer Summer" past, we've had paraded
before us, in various states of preservation, many
of the surviving hulks of a once vibrant '60s pop
culture. Not that the return of Mick and Keith,
Pete and Roger, Elton and Stevie and Ringo,
hasn't been fun, but unfortunately even the
nostalgia wave hasn't been enough to overcome
the crow's feet and advancing paunches, the
obvious ebbing of energies.

Gunslinger, happily, has aged far better.
Dorn's ambitious, inventive, multi-voiced

allegorical narrative plays off pop song and
cowboy ballad to assemble an outrageous outlaw
metaphysics, extravagantly updating pre-Socratic
philosophies and the myths of comic book
gunman and Holly wood/tv frontier hero to fit the
subjectivist ethics of the Vietnam War era drug
culture. ("To a poet all authority / except his own
/ is an expression of Evil.")

Good guys in this moral fable are a weird little
traveling band of stoned pilgrims, including the
Slinger himself, a 2000-year-old "son of the
sun"; his delightful dance-hall-madam
companion Cocaine Lil, "a Girl from the
mountaine / raised on air and light"; and his
"Stoned Horse," a shamelessly
anthropomorphized, ultra-modern steed who
grazes on the kind of grass that's rolled into giant
"Tampico Bombers."

Their collective mission is a trek to Las Vegas
to confront the techno-entrepreneurial "Shortage
Industry" captained by the poem's arch-villain,
Howard Hughes, a latter-day robber-baron intent
on "hustling the future" with his "enchanted
Wallet." But the picaresque voyage up the Rio
Grande Valley from the Mexican border is never
completed. The goal of Las Vegas, like the
dominant rational discourse system with which
the poem continually tilts, proves a "vast decoy";
the travelers get only as far as the Colorado
Plateau, here a paradisal landscape of high, dry
spaces, time-carved rock and ecstatic light.

The point of their trip after all, it's gradually
revealed, was the journey itself: "To See/ is their
desire/ as they wander," writes Dorn. A drifter-
poet who joins the group en route, producing
pure songs to the instrumental accompaniment

of an "abso-lute," becomes the author's most
effective lyric mouthpiece, expansively evoking
the awesome landforms of the American
Cordillera in a wild, neo-cosmological, shot-
from-the-hip verse metric.

"The journalist has got tomorrow as his main
habit," poet Dorn once remarked in comparing
his own art to the more topically immediate
mode of reportage, with its necessary addiction
to the historical moment. "As a poet, you're
always writing against all the time you need.
Poetry seeks to incandesce for a longer period,
but it's news anyway."

Gunslinger has indeed stayed news. This
engaging extended narrative comes across today
as just as speedy, angular, subversive, eloquent,
uplifting and funny as it was twenty years ago.
And its principal satiric premise - "Entrapment
is this society's / sole activity...Only laughter /
can blow it to rags" - may now be more relevant
than ever.

Dark Glory
Tom Clark

The Collected Poetry of Robinson Jeffers:
Volume II, 1928-1938 edited by Tim Hunt.
Stanford University Press; 610 pages; $60.00

The long, rolling, wave-crashing-on-rock
cadences of the verse in this second volume of
the massive Stanford "Collected Poetry" express
Robinson Jeffers' fully mature vision at mid-
career. The poems cover the years 1928 to 1938,
or by bibliographic chronology the stretch
between "Dear Judas" (published in 1929) and
"Such Counsels You Gave Me" (1937). They
were composed mostly in the isolation and
wildness of the poet's rough-hewn granite retreat
on a rocky bluff above Carmel Bay, but also in
the outriding solitudes of his occasional getaway
travels.

The latter, judging by the poems' evidence,
were not so much holidays in the routine sense as
instinctive pilgrimages to those "living rocks"
whose "grave, earnest, not passive...energies"
Jeffers sought to tap as other vacationers might
pursue sunshine or healing waters.

The "Descent to the Dead" sequence here,
commemorating a trip to the British Isles, is
saturated with bleak ruminations on megalithic
emblems of the poet's Scotch-Irish genetic
origins. The Celtic and pre-Celtic cairns and
quarries, cromlechs and dolmens left behind by
races of men who'd once "died bloodily"
reminded Jeffers that "death's nothing, and
life...is nothing either." And yet—according to
the Jeffers stoic-pessimist philosophy—"How
beautiful are both these nothings."

While abroad the poet wandered highland
burial mounds, pondered the stones over
Shakespeare's grave, plotted an inscription for
his own grave marker ("I am not dead, I have
only become inhuman"), and paused to compose
a gloomy little elegy for the French wartime
premier Clemenceau, voice'd by those driven by
the leader's decisions to death in battle "like flies
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on a fire": "We don't say it was wrong. / We
don't day it was right. / These heavy choices are
less than verbal, down here, to us dead."

Other travels of the period took the poet several
times to the Taos pueblo, where his observation
of fellow spectators at a corn dance gave rise to
one of his finest poems, "New Mexican
Mountain." It staged a dominant Jeffers theme,
the alienation of contemporary people from a
vivid natural cosmos. "I don't think industrial
civilization is worth the distortion of human
nature, and the meanness and loss of contact
with the earth, that it entails," he said in a letter
to a friend around this time.

The city-bred tourists of his poem, greedy,
restless "pilgrims from the vacuum...anxious to
be human again," are a purely negative force,
capable only of sucking dry the ancient ritual
before them. Transformed into a diverting
spectacle, "The Indians are emptied, / And
certainly there was never religion enough, nor
beauty nor poetry here...to fill Americans." The
poem's final verse, Jeffers' gesture of passionate
identification with all that remains after this sad
draining of value, brings us back once more to
that "living rock," the cosmic disinterestedness
beyond death to which all his poetry returns.
"Apparently only myself and the strong / Tribal
drum, and the rock head of Taos mountain,
remember that civilization is a transient sickness."

Jeffer's grand, shimmering reflections of the
wild and enduring natural beauties of the
California coastal environment are well known
to all readers of poetry, and are to be rediscovered
here in abundance. So also are his haunting
prophecies of civilization's ruin, which seem far
nearer to realization today than when he first
bleakly hymned them - a grim neo-Calvinist
Cassandra making out "far fires and dim
degradation" in store for the "Perishing Republic"
around him.

This central volume of the "Collected" has a
nobility and dignity that must be approached and
taken in slowly and in all its fullness, from the
opening poem's first hintings at a post-human
"dark glory...after the inquisitive animal's /
Amusements are quiet," to the final resounding
echoes of the last one, "Theory of Truth," an
implicitly religious anticipation of ultimate
redemption to be found in the supra-human
totality of the universe, once "the mind has
turned its love from itself and man, from parts to
the whole."

Riding the Crest of a
Relentless Wave
Kevin Opstedal
Fractured Karma, by Tom Clark. Black Sparrow
Press, Santa Rosa, 1990. 168 pages; $12.50
(paper).

In this new selection of poems, Fractured
Karma, Tom Clark explores the strange workings
of fate, or karma, and the lyric ramifications of
death as natural process. He sets the tone early
in the opening sequence, "Prelude: Waiting
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Room For the Beyond," inspired by the John
Register painting featured on the book's cover,

The bluish white
Sunlight that butters the sill spreading
Its radiance out to spill over edges
Of deep violet shadows welling
Up beneath broad windows is rich
And shaded, a sugarlike nutrient
That sustains attention beyond nostalgia
And expectation. All life is a process
of removal from life.

In the poems that follow, Clark examines the
inevitable results of fate, or destiny, in the lives
of Christopher Columbus, Ray Milland, Jean
Genet, Caravaggio, Hart Crane, Theresa of Avila
and George Formby. The Formby sequence
takes up the last 64 pages of the book and is an
interesting experiment in biography. Clark
touches upon the essentials, the highlights of
Formby's life and career in a sequence of titled
sentences, one sentence to a page. I knew
nothing at all about Formby when I started reading
the set and finished it feeling as though I'd just
read a complete booklength biography.

I felt that the best poems, however, were in the
chapter entitled "The Possessed Winter Dusk."
In these poems Clark creates a ripple effect
through the method of echoing key lines and
images, maintaining an internal resonance, a
hum from somewhere deep "in the hollow bowl
of the drum of the body." It is a method that
requires a very careful and adept manipulation
of mood and image. The central image of these
poems is the freeway, seen perhaps from an
overpass, in winter during the rush hour. The
traffic continuously "hones the blade of evening,"
the sound of "a soprano sax" perpetually floats
"seaward" and the "river of cars," like a "thin
wash of gray water color bleeding" permeates
each poem.

In the chapter entitled "Tree Talk" Clark
writes like and Elizabethan elegist of the
balancing act post-industrial civilization performs
with the natural world,

And so the Western Blue Cedar shall drift no more
Over these hillsides like a mountain river sighing
Nor shall tall Manna Gum or Canary Island Pine
Climb through purple morning fogs to drink
From the wild flowing Jetstream & become strong
In the construction phase at the Animal Research

[Facility
Beyond the long blue & gold storm fences
Now one can hear the violent tossing together of new

[gods

("At the Pain Factory Site: Construction Phase")

There is quite a range of feeling in these
poems, from the somber and meditative to the
satirical & humorous. Clark has a knack for
lifting prime examples of popular culture and
putting them in their proper perspective as in the
little poem, "A Short History of the Americas,"

Drake dragging back the bloated
booly boats to his faded
evil smelling anglo queen

Vanna While
helping the white hooded Pizarro Bros, spin
the Inquisition wheel

The "fractured karma" of the book's title is the
thread that loosely holds the poems together.
There is a sense of acceptance or resignation to
fate, as he writes in one poem, "Karma simply
means that you don't / let your left hand know
what your right/ hand is doing, getting through to
/ tomorrow (also known as existence) / simply
means that your left / hand wouldn't want to
know anyway." ("Karma").

Transcendence is rare but possible, Clark
seems to say, through the power of the
imagination. William Carlos Williams wrote
that "life is valuable—when completed by the
imagination. And then only." This seems to be
the key to the very moving poem "Perishable
Memo."

Tom Clark is an engaging and often
challenging poet. His lucid, gem-like verse, full
of funny twists and suprising turns, rides the crest
of some crazy, relentless wave of logic that
always makes sense, even when it shouldn't.
Fractured Karma is packed full of poems that
are sharp enough to slash your wrists with.

Stephen Jonas

Orgasm LXVII

Heaven: a nice sort 'ov
repose where some few

selected perceptions
(some understanding

w/ out words)
atop a mountain

commanding the tranquil waters
beneath

1969

Stephen Baraban

From The Murk Of His Tiger Dome
He Steps Into The Lucid Air

for David Tirrell

He fixes his eyes on the
sweating angels beneath us,

pouring their jars of black magma,
and the pain-warped foreheads
of the massive masters, the human

saints of orogeny-
wailing, he strums the tale
of the labors of the star-drunk craftsman—
gaunt-framed, pacing, he wanders, his bones

[swinging as
wind chimes

drinking in, and sprinkling
cadence of dharma through
each breeze
and greater thrust.

William Sylvester

JOHN LOGAN'S PARADISO

(time we talked last)
river shaped
light bits of flame cedar
fragrant fire rubies on gold
(How
CAN YOU
Henry Rago, you a Catholic, publish communist

[poems?
HR:No ideology can circumscribe a successful

[poem but any
ideology can serve to heighten the transactions

[between
will and necessity.)

Virgin Mother,
your own son's daughter
humble
more powerful than any
body
else you are
what was planned from the start.
You gave human nature such high rank
the Creator Himself
wasn't ashamed to
create Himself among other creatures.
your womb glowed love
peace flowered flourishes eternally from your
warmth
bright as noon day
When we need what we don't deserve
you come straight to help us
before we ask
for the need
not the asking
Your sweetness and greatness
bring together everything that's good
compassionate and merciful.
Hear now this man
he came up soul by soul from
lowest part of the universe
He begs for your grace
so he may go higher still.
That's what I long for too
as passionately
to see Salvation
may my prayers and yours help him
lose mortal haziness
so he may see supreme joy
I pray
after he has such a direct insight
may your power flow
Raise him above human weakness
help him keep his feelings in balance
Oh Queen of Constellated Stars
look down upon us all
With Beatrice
and all the Saints of Heaven
we fold our hands and kneel
Turn us, Lady, toward the Light.
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Into the Gold-Bearing Land

Some Thoughts As We Approach The 500th Anniversary
Of The Discovery of the Americas

Victor Hernandez Cruz

Puerto Rico, an isle in the Caribbean where I was born in a
wooden house which is now a popular cafetin (a small
combination bar and grocery store) with a loud juke-box
featuring the bolero music of Filipe Rodriquez, Trio Los
Panchos and more Salsa than you can throw on fish. Ruled by
Spain for 400 years we became a possession of the United
States as a result of the Spanish-American War. Goddamn
Spaniards lost. Tyrants that they were with our indigenous
population.

Understanding that the history of this small planet is
migration and expansion as one group of people, their culture
and language moving in on another. It makes me wonder
about Spain and how unprepared they were for expansion in
1492. It was the same year they were fighting the Arabs in
Granada to regain Castillian territory. Spain was one of
Europe's most divided nations, a land conquered and
reconquered itself. It had no linguistic unity. Within its
borders peoplespoke Basque, Catalan, Castillian, Aragonese,
Hebrew, Arabic, and the Gypsys with their universal speech-
stew. I must then believe in a sacred motion of history, a
hidden power moving the strings of events, for regardless of
all of those obstacles, off they went, and their thirst was such
that they made it all the way to Guam and the Phillipines!

Who were the deck hands sailing on the first trips? Could
they have been Moors and Jews who had to vacate - after all
it was the Spanish Inquisition and those priests would not
even forgive their own mothers. Life aboard the caravels
must've been mind exploding. It is well documented that
Spanish authorities emptied many prisons and gave the
prisoners an offer they couldn't refuse. Either you go off with
this Genovese racketeer to where-ever or you stay in that cell.
Try and picture life within a medieval Spanish prison - to be
booked upon a sailing circus, even if it was going to Hell, was
indeed a blessing. On board it was a great bazaar. Some of
the men were speaking Spanish, Columbus was speaking
Italian, others were yapping in Arabic, another group was
blasting Latino.

The Spanish language had been freshly hatched out of a
Latin chicken. Here they come, three boats on the horizon.
Swarthy bearded men singing coplas and smoking hashish,
playing Arabian lauds on the emerging Spanish guitar. With
such a brand how could they get lost? The myth of the earth
being flat was for popular consumption. Columbus knew he
was going somewhere. Had he not read Plato who knew that
there was a bright sun shining upon a garden in the West? Had
not Marco Polo been up earlier taking a stroll? He should
have detected a curvature of the earth's crust on such a long
venture. All this because his palate was unsatisfied with the
local cuisine? It's a long way to go for the gourmet section of
a supermarket. He found the spaghetti, Columbus found the
tomato sauce. The Spaniards also ran into Chile, which
must've have awakened the Andalusian gift of blasphemy,
they are the world's greatest cursers. We could pretend that
the real reason for the Spanish voyages of exploration was an
unconscious urge for guayava; but lo and behold their mouths
were not as open as Marco Polo's. When a group of Tainos
(Caribbean natives) bestowed some juicy pineapples upon
their unexpected visitors they immediately went into facial

contortions running into the bushes to vomit. It was one of the
first encounters of native fruit with the Iberian tongue. That
alone should have been adequate warning of the massacres to
come.

The colonization proceeded on a massive scale. The island of
Santo Domingo saw one of the first cities of the Spaniards go up.
Its principle street was named Calle de las Damas. Old San Juan
came up after; in the chambers of El Morro, the old Spanish
fortress built to protect the city from coastal invasion, one can
still hear the cries of the Tainos jailed and slaughtered within.
After 1500 the main thrust of Spanish colonization went towards
Mexico City. It was in Mexico where the Spanish language was
hindered the most, for it had to confront the Mayan and Aztec
tongues which were rich and abundant. Unlike the Caribbean the
native populations of Mexico and other parts of Central and
South America were not extinguished. The battle and fusion in
the Antilles, for example, was between the African and Spanish
with the indigenous population disappearing but still leaving a
strong racial and cultural influence — making us Caribbeans the
true harmonizers of world civilizations, the true Raza Cosmica
that Mexican educator Jose Vasconcellos wrote about.

In Puerto Rico the gold was emptied from the rivers by the
newcomers who gave it a value other than its symbolism for the
sun. Occasionally I venture out on the edges of El Rio Mula close
to my Aguas Buenas home hoping that perhaps they missed a
nugget or two.

As we approach the 500th Anniversary of the discovery of the
Americas by Columbus Puerto Rico still remains in a colonial
situation; controlled economically and militarily by the U.S., but
not culturally or spiritually and after over 90 years of U.S.
presence remain speakers of Spanish, a culture rich in folkloric
traditions of song, music and dance. We have recently witnessed
the U.S. invasion of Panama. As 23,000 men were sent to
capture a single individual it could be a sign of the Good
Neighbor Policy coming back in style for the Nineties. If you
have any doubts about the colonial status of Puerto Rico just note
that 18 days after hurricane Hugo brushed through our island
President Bush sent Dan Quayle's wife to inspect the damage.
She did so within two and one half hours, her visit to the island
managed in such a way that the Governor of the island, Hernandez
Colon, was notified two hours before her plane was to arrive.
When the first lady of Puerto Rico, the Governor's wife rushed
out to the airport to greet her she was informed by a spokeswomen
for Mrs. Quayle that the vice president's wife would not ride in the
same limousine with her into San Juan. Proud Puerto Rican lady
that she is she left faster than a lizard's head can pop.

If plans to invade Panama were at hand for over six months, as
U.S. media indicate, there was some consideration for the Sugar
Ray-Roberto Duran fight. Think of all the millions that would
have been lost internationally if the U.S. Marines had invaded
three days before the fight. No, capitalism knows better, the fight
must go on.

Spain had its golden period during the Arab occupation which
commenced in 711 A.D. and lasted some 800 years. The Arabs
encouraged the study of science and the development of the arts.
Public libraries were established in the large cities. Religious
tolerance allowed Jews as well as Christians to practice their
manner of worship and to communicate one with the other. Men



of learning such as Averroes, Avicenna, Ibn al'Arabi began
to translate and comment upon dormant Greek classics,
contributing to the reawakening of Europe. It was a place of
great architecture, great centers of medicine and beautiful
paths that led to gardens where fountains were flowing with
water. The Moors gave to the Visigoths much to improve
and enhance their civilization. There was much inter-
marriage and many Christians abandoned their religion for
that of their conquerors.

It is clear and recognizable that much of what came upon
those boats from Spain across the Atlantic contained this
Islamic Dynamism. The Spanish of the Americas is full of
Arabic words as well as indigenous words. Add to that the
inclusion of Africa to our world and you get a picture of the
rich universal vocabulary that we are coming down the
mountains and streets with. As a Hispanic of the Americas
I look back upon my history of turbulance, of conquests and
migrations, the extinction of the indigenous peoples of the
Caribbean, as one of mankind's great tragedies. Despite this
anthropological knowledge
there are moments in my «
hometown of Aguas Buenas I
when the appearance of the \s swells all my senses '•_ ,

and the small streets of my '
childhood become ageless.

It is difficult to conceive
of Spain as merely a
European country. Perhaps
a new category is needed,
something that would place
it between Europe and the
East, especially its southern
Andalusian (Al Andalus) /' /' \
region rich in Moorish and .-• ^—.,__ ^ ^ s//
Gypsy blood. Spain is the ' ***'_/ "'*
one country in the world f
where the notorious y
wandering Gypsys have //*~ ' •~^v>-
established traditions of song "̂  •- - ""' VJ
and dance, and have settled
into community. The Gypsys . /
and the Moors are the soulful
base of the rich musical
traditions of Iberia. Puerto
Rico inherited one of the great classical musicians and
composers of the twentieth century from Spain in the figure
of the cellist Pablo Casals who made this tropical isle his
home. He lived and produced great music here and has left
an enduring love for classical music in a sizable portion of
our population.

Franco (who was not French), a modern day arrogant
Cortes patriarcal pig-skin-do-as-I-say tyrannical nut, the
kind we know of very well in Latin America, both in political
power and in family relations, had his men hunt down and
assassinate the country's greatest living poet, Federico Garcia
Lorca, during the Spanish Civil War. Lorca's biographers
point out that the firing squad which killed him took off a
gold ring and watch which he was wearing but failed to
detect a belt buckle of high quality gold. Since the
whereabouts of his grave remained a mystery I feel that
somewhere in Spain there is a golden light emanating out of
the earth. The message was clear, Miguel Hernandez,
another passionately brilliant poet died in one of Franco's
jails. Spanish writers intellectuals and painters began to
abandon their homeland in fear of what was obviously
coming.

Once again Spaniards migrated to the Americas. Pedro
Salinas, a poet and scholar, landed on the shores of San Juan
and was able to write and continue to develop. He recognized
the richness of Puerto Rican Spanish, a language of strong
expressiveness, full of proverbs and folktales which poured
down from the campesino mountains. It is the campesinos

^

world wide who keep particular vernaculars alive and pumping.
Language seems to stagnate in the cities where it is cut off from
agriculture and thus from rhythm. In the cities people sing
less. Peasants are now-a-days an endangered species, being
replaced by individuals who are products of the industrial-
technological-processing age. Ecology-minded radicals should
take up their cause, for what good is it to have a good green
earth if a bunch of jerks are going to be the ones to live in it?
You can see the human rootlessness in the form of Yuppies
who now fill most large North American cities. Career-freaks
who opinionate nothing but go out and pay $6.00 for an
avacado sandwhich. In Puerto Rican terms that is a financial
disgrace and enough sin to have the Gods recycle you into the
same kind of nerd. Pedro Salinas defended the importance of
tradition in life as well as literature, for without it there is no
real freedom.

The Noble Laureate, Juan Ramon Jimenez, also made it to
our door, making Puerto Rico his home for a period of his life.
Unlike their ancestors these men came with their pens and not

with their swords. All of them
were embraced by the thriving
University of Puerto Rico at
Rio Piedras where they were
all given opportunities to teach
and a generation of Puerto
Rican students were blessed
by their presence.

San Juan of the mid-
forties offered a rich cultural
life to both exiles and natives.
The music and lecture halls
were always full. Old San Juan,
the second city of the Hispanic
Americas had its art galleries
and bohemian cafes (as it still
does today), where conver-
sation and creativity soared to
great heights while Europe
slaughtered itself across the
Atlantic.

Maria Teresa Babin,
one of Puerto Rico's most
prominent poets and educators,
had a front row seat on the
whole drama of Spanish exile

as well as the meaning of the great adventure and experiment
that was unleashed at the encounter of Spanish culture with the
indigenous civilizations of the so-called New World. She
believed strongly in native ground: "Somos criollos del Caribe
y no espanoles; somos puertorriquenos y no otra cosa." Maria
Teresa Babin died in 1989, the same year that I came to live my
Puerto Rican fantasy. She once told me "...that we can't live
in the 19th century," meaning that she knew that the Jibaro
folkloric culture would have to go through transformations.
Teresa Babin will live in all the centuries to come as each
singing bird will chirp the letters of her verses.

Now about this business of the 500th Anniversary of the
discovery of the Americas by Columbus (over here it's Colon
and it has more pitfalls). It seems that everybody and their
mother has discovered the Americas. Very true it all is, for it
is well-documented that the Chinese were in Mexico. Sinoloa
for everybody. Central American Pre-Colon (ization) art is
abundant in Buddhist symbols and figures of Tibetan priests.
Phoenician writing and Egyptian hieroglyphs have been found
in Peru and I mean to the letter and there it is, the thing itself.
There's that gigantic Olmec sculpture with African features.
Ah, no, that the Vikings....that the....the..../discovered America
in El Guanavano of Aguas Buenas on a Sunday morning of
February 1949 in Colmado-Cafetin El Poema where a group of
campesinos make rum evaporate as I walk by and hear Felipe
Rodriquez singing the songs of his memories.

The truth of the matter is that only artists discover, for they
discover things that are not of this world.

-.*-.--• .o\ 0* XX
<
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David Tirrell

Is Coming Now

Heaven is fatal, if I have a hand

Made for the way a rock rolls

down a hill

Away, and far away, like Jesus' stone

An only angel that could bear the whistles

of a wind

That day, this hour the

Only point there is

Of many, mild & all life's

Fever of a kind, indulgent

To such as this as time, the

Wave mounted, a broken cross

The judgement stared, &

Witnessess of busy tears were there

For a late millenium flower.

Ipse, Ipse

I who where this shine

Of rainbow's mine - if here I am

Thunder's wheel

Made in the open time;

No scoffers yet ( unless one mocks

The black; unless a voice is not a con

To ring all heaven smashed

Or down as in some love

Of stories lost without a sign;

The Time's gone: The penny's on

Its head.

Don Guravich

Padme

The soul flies up, my bird

Or, made of windy omens, had

Its will there breeds

In body again, over time

Till the end of all pain

Suffering, in the ghost house

Out of one small stream.

To reflect, the passion;

To see; dream but know;

Have none, be all and

Looking skyward call.

o

A thousand points the lotus
In the marvelous river where it spins
The stem to the below
Going underwater then
Where quiet as on a floor
She sings a watchtime all the more.

Was it for 'Ere
The color of fire only
That in wood so many
Things that will not stay
The opera of other lights
By stone on fire in green
To earth.

Crise

Last night in a foreign city
I can hardly help myself believe
That air's not strange to be in
Or cover the miles by hundreds
In awhile that will not range me up
To another while of further waiting
At a sign of destinations that were never mine

The time is spent spindrift; the ways
Are cruel sometimes & time itself
Is waiting on some hand drawn
From the mysterious waters kept
Where I gave up to rocks &
Shorter paths upon the ones
Where others slept.
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MAIL

Lost and Found
Logan Kent

Oct. 23,1975
Its kind of hard to begin this, after reading
Alcheringa here and there (that is, when and
where i had access to it) a realization is beginning
to set in. the problem is, however, is that i can't
be too specific about what i want to know, i go
along with the idea that poetry (the poem) is a
MEANS toward shamanism: olson, duncan,
creeley, quasha, blah, blah, can you tell me how
interplanetary communication plays a part "on
this road" is there any validity conscious and/or
unconscious to Lucifer-maldek (marduk?)* the
planet that supposedly blew itself up because of
so-called tampering with the hydrogen atom
which affected earth life during the great exodus
from egypt? is this all wrong? are all the
accounts on cosmic origin derivative from an
interplanetary language? is it the language of the
Ainu in japan that resembles SOLEX-MAL?
does this planet go by the name Saros a babylonian
numeral? i would greatly appreciate your reply
on these questions.
[*See Zecharia Sitchin, The 12th Planet (Stein
and Day, 1976)-ed.]

Deep Visioning
Diane di Prima

Sept. 27, 1989
Doing Deep Visioning work this afternoon, I
was hit with a barrage of opalescent color, deep
and fiery like being in the heart of a "fire opal:"
that usually hearalds some inner news. These
flashes of color like no color of this world seem
to be a part of the child-imagination/it is almost
that I remember them.

My "guide" (one of two) had frequently spoken
to me of Egypt. He is a smith ["In the north I
worked brass and Iron, but in Egypt I worked
only Gold."] and today I thought when he began
to address me that it was perhaps Atlantis he
wished to speak of. But no, that flashed for a
moment, pearlescent walls, falling to white and
"royal" blue porcelain-like structures, but we
were quickly in the ante-glacial (indescribable
light of the Gobi; vast stones on the road at the
entrance to Tashkent) and then off the planet,
into some beauty and ease, some soul-communion
(community) I could but dimly apprehend. And
yelfamiliar. More than anything here.

The tears were of remembrance & some longing,
but mostly the tears were of joy. Familiarity, like
"peaking" on acid. That the door between worlds
never closes finally, that we are not here to
forget. I can be here, and yet there often and
always, and as I will. That this is the news we as
poets constantly seek to impart; yet not knowing
how to decipher the message we carry. I thought
of you.

It is emberrassing and dreary to contemplate
Steiner's and the Theosophists' endless racist
"evolution" of humanity. We are as gods. From
forever.

Post-Columbian Syncretism

"I decided for God the Christ. I made it known to the
Principal Ones." - Maria Sabina

Gerrit Lansing

Even granted the decision to continue
discussion of Heaven to Xtian version of, Heaven,
A History by Colleen McDannell & Bernhard
Lang disappoints by omitting any consideration
of Candomble, Santeria, Vodoun, Brujeria,
Macumba, et. al., the most important changes in
or transformations of, Xtianity in the 19th and
20th centuries, & the attempted purification of
African elements from Xtian impingements
(Yoruba rigorists, et al.). So there's no space
given to the effects of Hispano-African practices
or the visions of afterlife, paradise, & the most
superficial attention given to Islam.

From a Letter to Paul
Hoover
Charles Bernstein

Three issues of censorship have broken through
the mass media self-censoring of the thousand
acts of censorship that form the daily fabric of
public life in America (the hundred stories each
day that are not told in our newspapers of record,
the acts of violence and humiliation perpetrated
on those whose degradations are not viewed as
news): the furor surrounding the Supreme Court's
decision to uphold flag burning as symbolic
speech, the chill heard round the world when
officials of the Iranian government placed a
contract on the life of British author Salman
Rushdie because of his depiction of aspects of
Islam in his novel, and finally, the hullabaloo
over the NBA's indirect support of organizations
showing works of artists deemed to do work
offensive to the values of some Americans.

In all three of these cases, the response against
censorship has been disappointing. The strongest
response, predictably, came in the Rushdie affair,
since Iran is an easy target; even so, the number
of religious and government officials who noted
that they were offended by a book that they
presumably had not read was ominous. Worse
was the xenophobia in suggesting that the West
stands ever fervently for freedom, unlike Dark
Islam's chasm of barbarity. As the flag burning
and NEA may tickle us to remember, our first
amen(!)dment rights are kept in place by a slender
thread. And it's not as if "our" free thinkers have
never been gunned down by ideological bounty
hunters, too often working hand in glove with -
well, let's use Althusser's term: "the ideological
state apparatus": Malcolm X, Martin Luther
King, Medgar Evers, Goodman, Chaney &
Schwerner, George Jackson - the list is long &
depressing; or how about Orlando Lettelier and
Ronnie Moffet, gunned down in Washington,
D.C. by agents of a Chilean government that the
U.S. brought to power & kept in power? Or how
about Lenny Bruce's persecution and demise - to
prevent the man from working is tantamount to
a death threat - the Smothers'Brother's forced
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removal from national TV after putting out Pete
Seeger's "Big Muddy"...The hits keep coming.

At an event the other night honoring the great
Jamaican Dub poet Michael Smith, shot down a
few years ago for reciting poems that challenged
and confronted the Caribbean political and
economic system, Amiri Baraka read a poem in
which he advised the audience never to burn a
{Clansman wrapped in a flag. Sounds almost like
a work by Andreas Serrano: Plastic Klansman
wrapped in flag and floating in...Potomac water.

The arts have little to thank the NEA for
because it presently gives so little to those active
artists whose work actually means to change or
affect anything. Which is not to say that that
little doesn't go a long way. The problem is that
the NEA is not nearly doing enough, while "we
all" are scrambling to defend the little it does
give. It's as if Mastah Jesse Helms has troubled
himself to see what scraps are being given to the
dogs of a Christmas evening and noticed there
were some dogs whose masters he doesn't much
care for and so takes it up with the kitchen staff
the next morning.

The morning has come.

Nasturtium Punch
Joyce Benson

This recipe for nasturtium punch came to mind,
- if you have some nasturtiums still blooming in
your garden, it is a pleasant summer cooler I
commend to you.

24 nasturtium flowers
half cup claret
one and a half cups sugar
juice of three lemons
water

Mull the flowers and a little sugar to a smooth
paste. Make a syrup of remaining sugar and the
water you feel like. While still hot, stir in the
flower paste and lemon juice. When it's cold,
add claret, and serve as a drink or freeze for a
kind of sherbet.

Novalis on Heaven

"The completed life is heaven."

"In human thoughts and sensations is
the spirit of heaven revealed most
brightly.

"Universal observation. On vignettes.
[All ashes are pollen—the
calyx(chalice) is heaven.]"

"One touches heaven, when one
touches a human body.



intent.
Alice Daley

Dance

pink satin ballet shoes hanging on the wall

the sounds of Mozart gently flowing in the air

the scent of spring roses lingers in my dreams

Moving Backwards Standing Still

I stood there frozen.
The stage lights melting me.
My imagination wandering about.
The audience looked at me with

their cold, questioning eyes.
But I just stood there and

watched them as if they were
the entertainment.

I was the audience.

Hilda Morley

Where the Light Is Equal

To be in that place again where the light is
equal,

touches us all,
every person,

each object with the same even
pressure of touch,

so that
illumination is embodied there:

in
each thing,

each one heightened,
distinct in tension,

each in
relationship to the other:

that Mediterranean edge of
a coastline where the weight of water
equals the weight of land,

Where sea & earth feed off
each other.

Bending over the jetty
stretched into the water,

the sea reflects us,
the earth shadows

our movements,
all objects are

alive in distinctness, unfolding
themselves to the uttermost,

as we open
to them in fullness,

as we are.

Tina Posner

St. Lucy's Traveling Street Fair

Where the lights have gone out,
the barkers relax from pitching
and smoke, while the fair continues
down the blocks to either side.

A flash shower clears the crowd,
and those who are still here dance
puddles or huddle with locked arms
beneath cheap umbrellas.

Win live prizes! The goldfish in baggies
won't be alive for much longer once given
into the tight, eager fists of boys
shaking their winnings to throes.

Ponytails cling wet to the backs of girls-
candied apples melting on their wrists
as they whisper—teasing the jealous who
follow their food smells and laughter.

"50c wins. 50c to play." Every name is
slotted for a bet on the roulette wheel,
but winning here is small selection
among shelves of dumb and gaudy animals.

Finding my way out of the booth-lined corridor,
I hear the barker's last-chance call.
Over and over the players get ready-
some fingering crosses, some crossing fingers.

Anselm Hollo

Dear Nasty Old Bert Brecht's
Thanksgiving Hymn

Praise the night and the darkness
as they hug you tight!
Come one, come all
look up to heaven: that's it, no more day.

Praise the grass and the beasts
that live and die by your side! Behold, like you
live grass and beast and they too
must die with you.

Praise the tree!
Out of rotting flesh it yoicks heavenward!
Praise rotting flesh, praise the tree that slurped it.
Praise heaven, too.

Praise, heartily praise
heaven's forgetfulness!
For it knows not your name nor your face:
there's no one there to know you're still around.

Praise the cold, the darkness, the rotting!
Raise up your eyes: you're really not
what it's about. Go down
without a care in the world.

"How can I go back to dreamin
when reality's become heaven."

—John Wieners

Tara Themis Brown
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Lewis MacAdams

TO THE RUSSIAN WOMEN

"Awesome hear and songs" - that's what
they're pounding out in post-Olympic Los Angeles this morning.

The eucalyptus trees
breathe in the raincloud's rain, and
breathe it out as camphor rattling eucalyptus leaves.
It's got so that everytime I hear thunder
I think it's midnight in a thermonuclear war.
It's time to cast aside poor beauty's frailty and
stand in beauty's thunder - like standing under a
300 foot Hawaiian waterfall - in order
to interweave the borders, dissolve the Iron Curtain,
begin the courtship of Russia and the USA
with a song. Ask "What's happening,
Moscow? What it is, Nizhnii Novgorod, Vitebsk, Smolensk?
Sea-coast Leningrad; hon', you're looking good.
Tell me about the secrets of your sexual alma mater.
I want to feel your power, Georgia.
Byelorussia, I want to hear the beating
of your "belly to hot belly we have lain",
heart to heart.

O Russian people,
we rolled out Caucasus together.
We are joined twins. We are linked at the pole
by our eskimos; so let's all sing
together and dance around uh-gluk-gluk-gluk and
do the arctic circle, yeah!
Sisters, I want to drink your sweet Georgian wine and
yell to the accordion player to bellow out songs
about the children of Joseph Stalin's lovers.
Black eyed revolutionary susans out of 1920's newsreels
giggling behind aprons down a dirt road,
big city apparatchik girls building the new
society, did Stalin whisper Mayakovsky's poems
into your ears while he held you close
late at night? Mother Russia,
I've heard the bad stuff about your country
since I was in the 2nd grade.
Enough is enough! I want Russia and America
to inspire each other,
not "communicate" through a bunch of fat-assed generals
with chests full of medals
and jut-jawed American adrenaline jockeys.
I've had that. I don't wanna hear it no more -
the slow moaning, rumbling rhetoric of dinosaurs.
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I want
Valentina Fedorova
and Lydia Goncharova
to meet me and Dale Herd
on the Moscow-Leningrad overnight train
for a drink in the bar car. We'll be perfect gentlemen,
I promise.
We'll bring some Tennessee whiskey and you bring
some kinda mega-Stolichnaya
and we'll proceed to get down.
And when it's mellow,
I'll sing you a song about Erica from America
and Sasha from Russia.
How they meet on the Nile at Abu Simbel
the year the Spring flood waters
backed up behind the Aswan Dam
all the way into Ethiopia, and UNESCO
had to send a special mission
to rescue the statue of the Queen of the Nile.

Sasha from Russia is a mechanical engineer
who heads the UNESCO team raising the statue
and Erica from America is a camerawoman
from CBS covering "The Queen of the Nile Rescue"

and when she put her camera down
it was love at first sight, first night, first bite;
because they didn't have to "communicate".
They just had to look at each other
and Sasha was already burning and
Erica was already yearning.
On their very first night,
they both acted too polite.
Then they barely were touching,
then they were tentatively clutching.
Then they were shyly teasing then they were
passionately squeezing
then they both were reaching
and Erica was pulling him down and
Sasha was moving around and around. And
Erica was pulling and Russia,

you worship our creamy hummingbird daylight
the way we envy you the white hot breath
on the windows of your sleeping cars, breath
mixed, legs entwined, soul to soul inside
a wintery night; and we're not interested in
these impotent old plutocrats with their misguided missiles
on the roofs of their white houses that they use
to try to scare away the dread. Because,
actually darlin', I've got news for them -
Death is attacking our world from the inside!

Los Angeles, California
November 1984 - March 1985
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Vincent Ferrini

WHAT ONE

i

has come & gone coming-

the conquering Chimacra
loose in the workshops

& the boardrooms

on bedlam terms

the gut greed

in its eyes my faces
my heart pumping its blood

I its namemaker, it my father

intransigent agendas
its breath a perfume mist, a lottery smoke

the 2 searchlights in my head
imagining communication

millennia between us

exchanging heads

II

In Death
nothing is excluded

the ants are running together singing
as the atoms

in stone & mind

the Infallible insulting
separating

killing

the media sucking off
the ingredients of the Soul

in death Puissance is a dust
of the eyes of children

death is female & life at once
the senses going for affections

is the fountainhead they are at home in

cursed are the infrastructures
of alienation

III

everywhere words butchered & dripping
fire

speaking in tongues is outlawed
& lust parading

God is troubled in his sleep
for lack of Power

the Goddess is wide awake
there is enough for everyone

IV

on the portents of the potent
earlhstewards are about their bisness

the MOTHER'S

Vishnu Brahma Siva

V

the smoke of elysian fields

the concrete mystique

A husband & wife trusting each other
the newborn mixing liberties
building & smashing their constructions
exploding delirium

a community chorus is celebrating the Self VI
so is the O D drunk
though love is the blind unifier

perpetrating conflicts
oblivion heals them
the dynamo has you in it

just tell the story

a threat to the rivers of one at a time

Song in the belly of Night

& language keening

VII

sweating Light

this Tree in the Garden of Eden

John Clarke

And With A Cosmological Awe...

for Michael McClure

"We trace wood or
path

will not
hasten

our

step-wise ad-
vance"

Charles Olson, "An Art Called Gothonic"

"The war by Sea enormous & the War
By Land astounding, erecting pillars in the deepest Hell
To reach the heavenly arches, Los beheld undaunted, furious."

William Blake, Jerusalem, pi, 91

Everything wrong, every critique made from Urizen
to One-Dimensional Man fails if not tracked to
its source in "Heaven," Prometheus's, the first
great error, to allow one drop of "there" here
is enough to ruin life on Earth, yet if we can
stand to look into that whiteness, as Olson said,
we may be able, by inversion, to pry the sky off us,
as in the old creation myths, and look out of eyes
made for the multiple, "Immortal Worlds" Blake saw
once he gave up his own (Spectral) Platonicks
and allowed time (Los) to take its course, have
its way with him, wholly, at the rate of rate
Olson found also to be Gothonic, the measured
movement of denizens of the same forest fabrick.

Tom Clark

Human Life

Always behind my back I hear
The spastic clicking of jerked knees
And other automatic reactions
Tracking me through the years to where
Time's winged chariot is double
Parked near the eternity frontier
And in such moments I want to participate
In human life less and less
But when I do the obligatory double take
And glance behind me into the dark green future
All I see stretching out are vast
Arizona republics of more

By Bread Alone?
Have you mailed your check for 199O?

Our thanks to those who have.
Don't stop now! — ed.
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Diane di Prima

Hanbboofe of Beaten

The Ballroom

i.
the important thing: to keep yr backbone straight
the distance between this image

& the one
inside the coffin
to clean the fungus under yr fingernails
just before you descend the grand staircase
this image & the other
the poised head pivoting
gently on the topmost bone of the spine
the smile

the important thing;
never to turn around when a shadow
falls across the threshold
the image that I put on with my rings

2.
I wonder what birds sing at yr bedroom window
in the morning?
All night my bed is borne by six faggots in ties & tails
Baron de Charlus among them

all night long
they jog along to receding cemeteries
swaddled in mist, where disillusioned cows
browse out the summer,

when the morning comes
it takes a while to relocate the sun
which in fact is, or shd be,

in the region of yr hair.
to brush the dust of graveyard off my shoulders
slip the flesh & skin neatly over my skull
descend the brilliant staircase

brilliantly

I wonder what cats yowl at yr bedroom window
nights
when I browse in a wagon thru the streets

"So many times must the heaven
above the earth be reproduced, until
the earth becomes heavenly and
spiritual, and heaven becomes earthly,
and is joined to the earth; then the
work will be finished."

—Johann Daniel Mylius

DeLoach

3.
there has been no bloodshed, the chandelier
does not need to fall; the windows

are made of crystal.
Mozart was seen capering thru the kitchen

door & down a road that leads thru a
hole in space,

my hoop swings lightly, my hands

rest lightly on yr shoulders,
do I need to tell you?
between my brain & gullet a pain
is becoming articulate

approximately a toothache
it corresponds to another pain

elsewhere,
why do I still keep thinking of the rain?

I edge to the kitchen window, the white lawn
spread w/a red & white cloth, sparkles w/dewdrops
beasts amble to the edge of it, simpering.

in the vicinity of my navel wells a strawberry cake
I am pregnant with pink icing

& I smile
my hoop swings out, I place my hands
on yr shoulders . . .

Next intent.

Summer: Trust
Fall: Embryons
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City's Winning Orator h Congratulated

Charles J. Olson, Jr., at right and his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Olson

MOTHER BUSY
AT TELEPHONE

Will Miss Her Boy When.
He Sails to Europe on

Prize Tour

PRAISED BY COACH

Talented Youth Excels in
Studies Has Several

Other Interests

A modest boy in modest circumstances will
make the trip to Europe, which is the prize for
being a finalist in the International Oratorical
contest in Washington on May 26. Charles J.
Olson, Jr., Telegram-Gazette entrant, is the only
son of a mail-carrier and the good-hearted kind
of mother who jokes about the appetites of her
menfolk, but prepares plentifully, with her own
hands, the things they like to eat.

They live in a small home-like apartment on
the top floor of the three-story house at 4 Norman
Avenue. Ever since the 17-year-old giant won
the declaiming match in Troy, N.Y. on Friday
night, the Olson telephone and door bell have
been ringing with congratulations, not only for
him, but for his parents. But it took the combined
efforts of The Telegram photographer, The
Telegram reporter, and young Olson himself, to
get the tall rugged mail carrier, and his sweet-

faced wife, to consent to have their pictures
taken. All the credit they asseted should go to
their boy. They were only his parents and had no
part in his accomplishments, they declared.

Mrs. Olson in her living room yesterday
morning laughingly complained that the
telephone has been going steadily for the past
two days. The proud mother, who, like her son
was born and brought up in Worcester, heard not
only from her intimate friends and her
acquaintances, but even from people whom she
had not been in touch with for years. "Everybody
seemed to think it was so fine that a boy in
ordinary circumstances had won the prize," she
said. "But I've been so busy answering the
telephone calls that I haven't had time to do my
work. One friend of mine asked me if my
husband was getting anything to eat, and I told
her not much."

After attending early morning mass, the Olsons
resumed the story of the contest and the trip to
Troy. "We hear it in snatches," said Mrs. Olson.
"Tomorrow and Tuesday we'll learn more about
it, as he remembers more to tell us." Saturday
night, Mr. Olson had a hard time getting his wife
and son to go to bed. They just talked and talked.
Yesterday morning, since mother and father had
never seen him in a tuxedo, the young orator put
on the suit he had worn in the contest for them.

House Has Jovial Air

It being Mothers' Day, Mr. Olson went off to
pay a special visit to his mother. He returned at
dinner time, to fill the house with his booming
voice, and his fun making. A tall man, with dark
hair, shaggy brows, and blue eyes, he is accused
by his son and wife of loving.to give people the
"wrong steer." There is a constant interchange
of rollicking humor among the jovial mailman,
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his quieter, but taller son, and the twinkling Mrs.
Olson.

The Olsons' second home is Gloucester, where
for the past ten years they have been operating
Oceanwood cottage for summer guests. Mrs.
Olson and Charles have generally gone down the
first of July. Mr. Olson joins them week-ends
and for his 15 days' vacation. But this year
Charles Jr. sails for Europe on June 30.

"It will be the first summer without him," said
Mrs. Olson. "We've always had him with us.
We're going to miss him. I'm glad that he has
this opportunity to go to Europe, of course, but
we are going to miss him. I hate to think of his
going away alone."

"Oh, he's been a good boy," smiled the mother,
"we've never had a day's trouble with him."
Remarking that her own mother had died when
she was two years old, Mrs. Olson continued, "I
guess Charles is luckier in having his mother
with him longer. Oh, yes, I want to live a good
many more years yet. I want to live to see him
settled."

"I don't care what he does. Just so long as he
is good at it. He'll be a teacher, I think. You need
too much money to be established as a lawyer,
don't you? But I don't care. That is up to him.
As long as he doesn't lose his good character."

Visits His Coach

At the home of his coach, Perry S. Howe,
Olson was received with smiles and a hearty
handshake. For 11 years, the deep-voiced English
teacher with the bright blue eyes has given of his
spare time to prepare the debating assembly of
the Classical High school. Under his guidance,
the assembly has year after year come away with
the declaiming prizes of the city. It won the
Amherst cup four years in succession. Its
members sent to represent the city in the High
school contests conducted at Colby College,
where last week Olson won his first honors, have
generally come back with awards. But the success
of Olson in Troy, Friday night, was the greatest
triumph of any individual member of the assembly
so far. It was all the more of a triumph in that this
is the first time that Worcester had entered the
contest.

Talking over generally the significance of the
contest, Mr. Howe expressed the wish that the
Worcester school officials might sometime
establish speaking as a definite part of the
curriculum, instead of allowing it to remain as it
is now, merely an extra activity like athletics or
the Glee club. Olson faced other young orators
in the contest, who had gone through regular
school period training day after day, in their high
school courses. Mr. Howe felt that if Worcester
would do the same, it could soon make a name
for itself in public speaking.

"Of course," he said, "we can't all be Charles
J. Olsons. But Charles J. Olson did not know
what he was until two weeks ago. He has won
three contests in the past two weeks. Before that
he was just Charles J. Olson. Now he is that
plus."

Gives Confidence in Self

"He is just beginning to realize on his
investment. I think that if there was a course in
public speaking in the high schools, the other
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public speaking in the high schools, the other
schools would begin to develop their material,
too. It helps the pupils, too. It gives them
confidence when they are with people."

Mr. Howe took over the work of encouraging
the debating activities at Classical High school
at the request of the late Principal Chester T.
Porter. For several years while a teacher in
Auburn, N.Y. he taught public speaking and
trained the pupils for their public appearances,
but he himself had never had any training in it.

"I felt the need of it. And I should not be
surprised if that lack in myself had not made me
so anxious to supply it in others. I think perhaps
that did have something to do with my interest in
public speaking."

"But there is something to be said for this
boy," continued Mr. Howe, "he's not been spoiled
by all this adulation. He realized that a little
notoriety goes a long way."

The towering prize winner, looking forward
to his first trip to Washington, to his first journey
to Europe and then in the fall to his entrance to
Wesleyan university, the college from which his
coach graduated in 1908, seems very little affected
by all the congratulations and praises.

Tall for any age, the young orator is rather
more serious than his 17 years might suggest. He
has a quiet sense of humor that makes him a good
match for his boisterous fun-loving father. How
he happened to grow so much in 17 years is
always a matter of amazement. "At school,"
remarked the orator, "they say it is because I
don't smoke cigarets."

Was Not "Social Lion"

Until this year, Olson admits he was not much
of a social lion, and went out but little. "Dancing
is all right, but I wouldn't rave about it." Now he
is president of the senior class, and the duties of
his office have accustomed him to the social
round.

He is a Horace Mann scholar. He has taken
part in almost all the extracurricular activities
except athletics. He plays the piano and around
the house, when his father does not tease him
about it, he hums the popular songs in a deep
voice. The movies, the theater, tennis on spring
and summer afternoons, and books take up his
spare hours.

Olson started his training in public speaking
in his freshman year at Classical High school.
He wasn't, he says, any good then. And if he is
any good now it is due to Perry Howe. "He's a
bit of the real," observed the young senior.

[Thanks to Robert Creeley for first passing to
us photocopies of the original clippings, then to
Robert Dalke for contacting the Worcester Public
Library, and finally to Nancy Gaudette at the
Library who kindly sent us somewhat clearer
xeroxes of the Daily Telegram articles of 1928 -
-ed.]

Corrections, intent. 4
Dr. Williams co-edited the fifth issue of
Contact with Monroe Wheeler in 1923
(while he was working on In the
American Grain), not in 1921, as was
printed - Bruce Holsapple

Our apologies for misspelling Stefan
Wolpe's name - ed.

Editor's Quotron

Fractaling
—for Pete

"Once it was where it was not, beyond seven
times seven countries and the Sea of Operencia,
behind an old stove in a crack in the wall in the
skirt of an old hag and there in the seven times
seventh fold:...a white flea and in the middle of
it the beautiful city of a king."

—Hungarian fairy-tale

"Like cream hidden in the soul of milk,
No-place keeps coming into place."

—Rumi

"The horizon is no further off than the corner of
my table."

—Jean-Francois Lyotard

"Things have slowed down to a snail-standstill
right around the middle of the life - by middle I
mean 1950 - the ultimate resolution of which
might only lead to even more
intercompartmentalized impossibilities."

—Tom Clark

Life itself, as "a fractal cellular automaton of
inconceivable dimensions."

—Rudy Rucker, Mind Tools " The
Five Levels of Mathematical Reality
(Houghton Mifflin, 1989)
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"Arithmetic comes in handy for lighting the path
into and out of the earth, the mother. Neck,
corridor, path, which do not allow themselves to
be reduced and seduced by rational measures.
Or even by less than rational, by quite imaginary
measures. In fact everyone so far is well and
truly chained up by this mimodrama, caught in
mimicry. And in hysteria. So one more trick will
only be able to simulate a way out."
—Luce Irigary, Speculum of the Other Woman

The Paris Opera House

"Even chance is not unfathomable—it has its
regularity."

—Novalis, Pollen and Fragments

Zeno's paradox

"the French dress, cut
on the bias"

—Charles Olson, "The Twist"

"The crooked roads without Improvement are
roads of Genius."

—William Blake, The Marriage of
Heaven and Hell

"In other words: in every force, in every world,
in every stream, in every structure--like, say a
road—its weakest link, the road is no better then
its weakest link, you see.?"

—Neal Cassady

The Barnum Museum by Steve Millhauser
(Poseiden Press, 1990)

Shylock's conundrum

I
Asa Benveniste

1925 - 1990
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Olson's Source for "Der
Weg stirbt"

Jeff Gardiner

"Der Weg stirbt, sd one," relates Olson at the
beginning of "Human Universe." He knew the
phrase from an African Folktale gathered by
Frobenius; in The Special View of History, after
discussing the "Western conception of The Way
and the Eastern conception of the Too," he says
"most excitingly for me, the African 'Der Weg',
as in the folk tale in which Der Weg stirbt —dies."
According to George Butterick, Olson first heard
about this tale from Pound. It is unlikely Olson
ever read the tale itself, which was not translated
into English until 1973. Frobenius' version
reads "der Weg ward ganz taurig und starb
endlich." The English translation: "it [der Weg]
grew so sad that it died."* Der Weg dies because
a son traps it, and then ignores his father's advice
to let it go free. This parallels Olson on the effect
of logic and classification: "it is they that have
so fastened themselves on habits of thought that
action is interfered with, absolutely interfered
with" ("Human Universe").

Olson's shift from the simple past tense to the
present is in keeping with the mythological.
Frobenius asked the Africans he worked with to
compare European tales to their native ones;
they answered "In the tushimuni [native oral
tales] everything is alive....the mukanda [written
fable] only tells you what happened to them once
upon a time. Tushimuni can happen today,
tomorrow, or yesterday; mukanda are things that
happened once and for all, dead things." Similar
to Olson's claim, again in The Special View of
History, that "The tenses...of the mythological
are never past but present and future." Olson's
shifted verb tense recovers the "presence of the
word."

*Leo Frobenius, Paideuma; Umrisse Einer
Kultur - Und Sittenlehre (Eugen Diederichs
Verlag, 1953), p. 31 - first published in 1921
and again in 1925 when it was included within
Erlebte Erkteil (the workPound praised in Guide
to Kulchur). The English translation occurs in
Leo Frobenius 1873-1973; An Anthology, ed.
Eike Haberland (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner
Verlag GmbH, 1973), p. 30.

[Olson often worked out of Frobenius and Fox's
African Genesis (Stackpole, 1937; Faber and
Faber, 1938), the source for "Gassire's Lute,"
from the Soninke epic Dausi—available since
1983 from Turtle Island Foundation. - ed.]

Sax Facts
Kevin Doyle

Perched in his fourth floor room across 52nd
St. from Birdland, Prez (Lester Young) watched
as his friends, major figures of jazz in 1956,
came in and out of New York's famous jazz spot.
Lester had influenced generations of musicians
and was instrumental in the development of
several schools of jazz style. Now, late in life,
barely eating, drinking heavily, out of work, his
health degenerating, he watched the music that
was his life pass him by. In spite of his limited

capacity for malice he couldn't help feeling like
a disregarded father, a modern Lear.

The life of tenor saxist Lester Young is
portrayed in musician/librarian Frank Biichmann-
M011er biography You Just Fight for Your Life:
The Story of Lester Young (trans. John Irons.
Praeger, New York, 1990. 282 pages. $24.95).
This may be the most complete work yet on the
heroic/tragic existence of the President of jazz.
Despite several interviews with Lester's
contemporaries, the Danish author concentrates
on research of Prez' career drawn from the print
archive. The month by month, sometimes week
by week, guide to tours, engagements, and
sessions (the appendix is a chronological list of
Lester's work , . . . . , . . : . , , ; . : . ,.,,... . . . . . . . i; . . . . . . .
history) is of ; J^Vv-;; V ; ' '•' :";-< '••"•:' ';.; . ;!:.;.v;\
great value .,..; ..••- ,u:. • ; - - - : • * • " < • " ' : ] r : : ' : ' ; / : '
for the study i .• ;, •';:;•:-. ;
of jazz
history. A
picture of this
soft-spoken,
p r i v a t e ,
sensitive man
can, however,
be culled only
f r o m
g l i m p s e s
s c a t t e r e d
throughout
the text. This
bibliophilistic
approach also
fails to
acknowledge
the scope of
L e s t e r ' s
influence in
the full
context of the
jazz world.
There were
(and still are)
many well-
k n o w n
musicians who were affected by his music but
who receive little or no mention in this log-book
of gigs, studio appearances, critical reviews, and
hotels.

This volume is hampered by poor translation
("After the interval [intermission?!] Lester was
reunited with the Basie band,"), poor editing
("So Prez said he's [he'd] go see him,"), and
printing errors (a line missing from page 142).
Examples like these are too numerous. Most of
the author's interviews took place within a two
week period in 1985 in New York City. The
book, written in Denmark, does not evoke a
feeling of proximity to the subject matter. The
disjointed style of Buchmann-M011er's writng is
exemplified by anecdotes introduced as if they
were taken directly from an outline. "In
Albuquerque he (Lester) met a girl by the name
of Beatrice, whom he went out with, and Ben
Webster saved him from drowning." The details
of the swimming incident are then recounted but
the passing reference to Beatrice is not picked up
again for several pages.

Despite some glaring technical and
grammatical problems ("than whom (none??)
could be swingier"), the threads of a deeper
musical narrative are gems. When tenor saxist
Herschel Evans, a fellow Basie band member,
died in 1939 Lester "kept Herschel's chair (on
stage) vacant next to him with his hat and coat on
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it." The melodic intricacy of his playing, his
revolutionary sense of phrasing, the fluidity of
his time, use of space, and his airy tenor tone a la
Frankie Trumbauer's C-melody sax are described
from several points of view. The technical
aspects of his music, with complete solo
transcriptions from recorded and unpublished
works, discography, and commentary, are
covered in detail in a companion volume "You
Got to Be Original, Man! ": The Music of Lester
Young.

The story of Prez' mistaken induction into the
army and his subsequent incarceration are
presented in a clear and concise fashion. It is
evident that when he came to his induction

hearing in a zoot suit,

homegrown jive, and
claiming to smoke
marijuana daily, that the
officers there
mistakenly felt he was
putting on an act to ward
off induction. An out
of shape, 35 year old
musician who smoked,
drank, and popped pills,
he could hardly be
expected to respond
well to the regimen and
authority of the army.
His stay in the service
was a major setback in
his career.

Some oversimpli-
fied accounts of
Lester's later years, viz.
that all of his important
contributions to music
occured before the war,
are refuted by the
weight of evidence
presented here. His
level of performance
gradually became less
consistent but his

playing continued to be modern throughout his
career. Though a few generations of musicians
had incorporated his sound ("Yardbird" Parker,
Buddy Tate, Stan Getz, et. al.), he didn't make
the mistake of mimicking himself. His style was
always developing. He didn't want to be a
"repeater pencil." "You gotta be original, man!"
"Fuck what you played back in '49. It's the way
you play today, you dig?" He was very aware of
his executive status in the jazz world. In 1959 he
was listening to his earlier recordings with Basie
as if he was listeniang to someone other than
himself. "He could really play, that fella." Johnny
Griffin has called him the master of time and
space. He shared that special notion of time and
rhythm with Billie Holliday, producing some of
the classic recordings of the era. He was "always
loosening spaces, laying out, or something..."
Thad Jones remarked that Lester "felt there was
beauty in space and flurried it with ideas and...with
design."

Living in relative seclusion on 52nd St. in the
late fifties, Lester Young knew that the music he
had created had taken on a life of its own. The
music thrived as his health deteriorated. "All the
physicians come to hear the musicians," he said,
meaning that he and others had brought something
of beauty into the world. With its drawbacks this
volume presents a compelling story and is of
value as a source for the history of jazz.
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Interview with Peter Watrous

Miles Gloriosus

"I don't think people die, you know what I mean? I don't believe their head stops. I don't know
what happens; they have to come back and be around somewhere. I can't see where Gil Evans is
dead at all. He's not dead to me . . . .

I don't believe that thoughts get lost, you know what I'm saying? The thoughts are still there.
I often think about - you can see TV, hear it - music on the radio, if you talk on the radio I can pick
it up; it must begoingonallover the earth, music' s floating around, and one day somebody's going
to be able to pick it up. It's too much just to lose a night of playing like that . . . . I can pull in Gil
or my parents whenever I want to."
(Musician No. 127, May 1989)

Tom Clark

Time After Time

All these confused unreasonable faces floating
In the lost blind subjectivity of Time After Time
Force the stalled thought framer into blind flying
During which he or she is dictated clear space gifts
That make music and breathing a rhyme
Sounding wings above which Miles lifts

This wondrous ring of bell like wire
Which pulses at sundown when memory goes white
Over the rich blue velvet orange persimmon aqua
Opal quince mango twilight
A music freed from all beat & earthly measure
Weirdly tangent & sibylline

So dream thy sails O phantom changer
Of shining coral & pearl into the sound
Of the words "I love you and I love your
Breasts and I love your thighs and
I love this light which here enamels everything
With a mistlike dew on the melons overnight"

Harvey Brown
Come Sunday

after Bells by D.H. Lawrence

Elmo Hope's new turning song
deep in the whirling spheres of sound
a few steps west of the spring
bubbling up

among the roots and trunks
in the grove of willow trees -
water source of the Parker River
bathes the eyes,
Immersion thru sound -

Hear Lawrence's admonitions
of the clapper bells and hard
tongues wagging in hard mouths
calling the Christians to God
and turn again in the weave
of beat to Lester Young's songs
where the summons is of Sunnah

"the soft thudding of drums -
of fingers, palms, woodsticks
or mallets upon the taut skin of sound"

And the blare of text
thru the sea-curved core of a shell
when a black priest blows on a conch
As Prez blows tilting his horn
sending us summons in
the old hollows of the Sunne.

Still there remains like a warm skin when morning tosses
The moon's covers aside in these Bermudas
I image like some rich mound of Ormus figs on Pluto
A pair of gospel hummingbirds buzzing through
The remembered pain & bad behavior of my days
To deliver with ruby throated power

Mike Boughn

Navigation
—for Stephen

A singing telegram of wings containing salsa
And love and the all encompassing ability to rebound
Periodically into some Mexique Bay of forgetting
Where the breath rushes in & a small boat rows along
In the blood on a holy and cheerful note
Coming through the muted horn to guide the oars' gold chiming

Call it dead
reckoning, sailing by light
of stars, some alive
while others

"Look! I have brought you
news fresh from Heaven."

— Johnny Appleseed

millions of years later
proverbial burst
in black sky
then winks out dead
all along

heaven in this regard
(fuck em
if they can't take a joke

smiles on us -
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John Roche

Unity Temple, Oak Park

Geode,
Closed in pebble-aggregate
concrete tomb
Open
you radiate an earth
hymn
stone unfreezing
Your organ
sounding
Hear it at the door (weight on my head)
Foyer for choice
(a crux between duties
A social hall to the right
Today, solitude even in a crowd
Entering the second portal—the view from the

[catacombs
Yet rising we
the song
meandering
the viewer
up the Troy path
any path leads to
the cube
any man or woman a priest
all saved yet alone
Look down on your minister
kindly
Lookup
Outside comes in comes out songs
Chords of light
Heaven "the space within"

Fugger Newsletter

Frightful Apparition
in the Sky at Vienna
From Vienna, the 1 \th day of August 1590.

These days at 10 o'clock at night a most
alarming wonder has manifested itself in the
skies. The firmament was rent asunder and
through this gap one could distinguish
chariots and armies, riders with yellow,
white, red and black standards, moving as
though to do battle against each other. This
awesome and unusual vision continued from
ten at night till about two of the morning, and
was witnessed with alarm and dismay by
many honest and trustworthy people. The
significance thereof is known but to God
Almighty, Who may graciously prevent the
shedding of innocent blood.

c Charley Keil, where are you ?!
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